
Dear Editor, 

Understanding of the Ethnic Problem in Our Country as Ordinary man and Victim of the war 
from the North 

I regularly read most of the news about the country’s burning problem including Daily News and 
Island. Therefore I would like to express my view on our problem and role of our medias. 

1. Key issues related to our problem can be listed as follows 

a. British colonization and priority given by them to Tamils in jobs. This created discomfort 
among Sinhalese and gave wrong signal to Tamils that they are the capable people and the 
jobs in the future should be given to them. 

b. Just after independent, the discomfort among Singhalese just mentioned above induced the 
Singhalese to take action and the law was introduced to distribute the jobs among different 
ethnic groups based on the ethnic ratio. This gave the impression to Tamils that the 
opportunity for job and higher education was purposely cut down. This was further 
strengthened when the Sinhala only law was brought and this law put the condition to the 
state employees that they should know Sinhala. Due to this lot of Tamils lost their jobs. 

c. The Sinhala only law, not only had impact on the Tamils as mentioned above, but also the 
Tamils felt that their right was suppressed. 

d. There after, the politician came to power created tension among different ethnic groups for 
their pure benefit and this lead three major ethnic riots in our prosperous country in 1956, 
1977 and 1983. The Tamils was sent to north and east after these riots. No body in our 
country took the action against this real terrorist activity. During this period western 
countries gave the open visa to Tamils. This was the start of the Tamil people movement 
towards the western countries and India. This nowadays continues as refugees. These issues 
fueled the Tamil armed struggle. 

e. In order to control the Tamil armed struggle the government introduced many laws and 
regulations such as PTA, economical embargo, pass system to move people from one area 
to another. This created more frustration among Tamil innocent people and led more 
support towards Tamil armed struggle.  

f. The people moved to western countries funded the Tamil armed struggle and most of the 
Tamils supported this armed struggle before LTTE started to suppress other armed groups 
and Tamil political parties. This mood was changed after EPRLF, PLOTE, EPDP, TELO 
and TULF members were brutally killed and the Indian forces arrival and the killing of 
LTTE deputy leader Mathaya by LTTE itself. Now onward Tamil people started to think 
whether the struggle towards freedom is moving in the correct direction. This created mixed 
feeling among people and they confused however, they are not happy about the government 
and armed force activities. 

g. We should accept the fact that the big different between the both communities is the 
language difference. This main different created the problem that we are having now. 
Therefore we should think and react to reduce the impact of the language on the unity of the 
communities.    

2. The medias should behave very responsible manner in this crucial time of our country history 
recalling not only our short term memories (what are the wrong doing of LTTE and armed forces in 
recent years) but also our long term memories (like what were the wrong things done to the 
Tamils in the past by our country’s law enforcing body) as mentioned above. The information, 



coming through the media should not send wrong signal to the people. In this respect, it is very 
important to educate our people about our burning problem and related history (example: cause, 
why the war is dragging so long, remedy and the responsibility of the people of the country). The 
reason why I mention this that this problem have been lasting for 20 years. Therefore the younger 
generation in our country  (example - age up to 30 years) does not know the cause for this 
problem. It is also important to take into account the following issues. 

Issues related to short term problems 

a. Are Tamils facing any problem in our country? If it is so, what are short term and long-term 
problems? 

b. What is the impact the economical embargo on north and east had for such long period 
(What are positives and the negative)? Did it achieve its goal? How much it harms ordinary 
Tamil people’s feelings? Hence how much it challenges the integrity and sovereignty of the 
country? 

c. What is the purpose the prevention of terrorist act (PTA)? Did it achieve it goal? Why Tamil 
political prisoners cases are not brought to the court on time. Why it takes years and years. 
Why Tamil people hate this PTA? How much it hurts Tamil people feelings. How this law 
increases the corruption inside the law enforcing bodies, increase gap between the forces 
and the ordinary Tamil people and LTTE’s cause was justified? 

d. Do our forces behave responsible manner? Do they work toward winning heart of the Tamil 
people and alienate the LTTE from them or try to damage their image (Forces) among the 
Tamils and bring the LTTE and Tamil people closer? 

e. How much the construction of army camps in schools, temples and hospital or closer to 
them affected the day today life of the Tamil people and created hatred against army forces? 

f. Corruption and misuse of power in the armed forces and related institutions cost lot than 
anything else. How LTTE and its shops had all goods including fuel during the economical 
embargo period in wanni? Are we thinking they brought from India? I don’t think so. I feel 
that some top level officials in armed forces working for LTTE for money and harm all the 
country (it can be remembered one captain was arrested in Lavonia sometime back. How SP 
of Kandy was threaten by relatives of our country’s powerful minister? Are we thinking that 
SP is not doing his job properly? How Sri Dalada Malicawa and international airport bomb 
blast happened after all these pass system, economical embargo and PTA etc? It is obvious 
it is not for LTTE and it only helps armed forces to harass ordinary people. There was 
leaking news that Maligava bomb blast was possible because of some form of help from 
relatives of one of our country’s powerful minister. International airport case, it is obvious 
LTTE should have some help from some senior air force personnel’s. 

Issues related to long term problems 

a. Why first place our honorable president father Mr.S.W.R Bandaranayake brought the 
Sinhala only law? How much it challenged integrity and sovereignty of our country. 

b. Why we had three big riots (1956, 1977 and 1983) in south? Why our law enforcing bodies 
fail to protect our own country’s people? Why that time the affected people were sent to 
north if the country is for all of us? 

c. What are these following pacts and why they all went wrong? (The media should educate 
about these to our people. 



i. Bandaranaike-Chevanayagam pact (1957) 

ii. Dudley-Chevanayagam pact (1968) 

iii. Thimpu talks and its principles (1985) 

iv. Indo-Sri Lanka accord (1987) 

d. How this separate state concept born in the mind of the Tamil people? How it is getting 
stronger with time? Is there relationship with Sinhala only law, riots and followed shipping 
of affected people to north, PTA and economical embargo etc. 

e. How the bitter taste Tamils had from the governments/law enforcing bodies in the past 
created the arm struggle of Tamil and then it lead the terrible war between government and 
LTTE. Finally it went beyond the control of Sinhala people and Tamil people. 

f. What is the relationship between LTTE and Tamil people? 

g. Did Tamil people have faith on LTTE? 

h. Did the Tamil people have faith on Government, law enforcement bodies and our armed 
forces? 

i. Some of the politicians in south are asking that LTTE should publicly express their sorry to 
Sinhalease for what they did and should issue public statement mentioning that they are 
going to drop their separate state concept if the government gives a reasonable solution to 
the ethnic problem. This reasonable expectation and LTTE should respond to this positively. 
On the other hand these politicians should also think that the Tamil people have the same 
expectation from the government for what southern political mobs and our armed forces 
(some specific occasions) did to Tamils particularly three major riots. Therefore I feel it 
would be better if our head of state (President) express her sorry to Tamil people on behalf 
of the southern politicians and acknowledge that the political mobs and our armed forces 
(some specific occasions) did to Tamils were wrong. In the same occasion she can also call 
the LTTE to do the same as expressing their sorry to Singhalese. This will build up the faith 
on the government and it will help to educate the people of our country’s ethnic problem. 
Above all, it can be used unmask the LTTE about their sincerity in peace (if they don’t like 
to express their sorry to Singhalese after President express her sorry to Tamil, it is obvious 
that LTTE is not after peace). The president took some initial set towards that when she 
appointed the truth commission for 1983 riots.  

j. Why most of the Tamil political parties are going behind LTTE nowadays even though their 
members were brutally killed by LTTE? This is anything do with disappointment of the 
parties on the governments in the past and the common policies of the LTTE and these 
Tamil parties. 

k. De-proscription of LTTE in our country is not going to have very little impact in the 
security of the country since this was placed in 1998 well after India and USA banned the 
LTTE. However it is true that it may help to deban the LTTE in other countries. As far as 
government make sure that other countries don’t lift the ban on LTTE. I would like 
mentioned that it is better to do the things as quick as possible like lifting ban etc which is 
more related LTTE than Tamils since it help to unmask the LTTE and expose its reality to 
our country people and rest of the world saying that our government satisfied all the LTTE 
condition. If still LTTE is dragging behind we will get all our country people support 
including Tamils and rest of the world to defeat them. 



l. Some newspapers in the south argued in the past that some people exaggerate the wrong 
doing of the armed forces even though LTTE is much worse. It may be true. But one thing 
we should understand that the government spent millions of rupees for defend the country 
people against the LTTE terror activities since LTTE terror activities have been identified 
by our government. Further we can’t expect good things after we stamped the LTTE as 
terror organization. This is not the case with our armed forces. The forces are in North and 
East to maintain the law and order and to protect the people. Therefore it is very important 
that the discipline should be maintained among the forces and every one have to respect the 
law of the land. Hence the media should not hesitate to pin point the wrong doing of the 
forces. If we don’t do that it would be difficult to build the confident among the people and 
bring the solution to our nation. 

3. I have the feeling that the media in south do not have much knowledge about the war zone ground 
situation. Therefore it would be better if the media people visit war zone and see the destruction 
caused by the war and how the people there neglected over the years. The reason why I mention is 
that some papers always mentioned about Sri Dalada Malicawa bomb blast etc (It is true that no 
way the LTTE act in this case and other cases can be justified). happened in the south, but never 
mentioned about the destruction happened to the important holy temples, schools, hospitals etc in 
the north and east by country’s law enforcing bodies. One example, in my home town (Point-Pedro) 
an army camp was placed in 1984 covering core of the Point-Pedro town (two famous schools in 
Vadamarachy – Hartley College [Hartley college library was purposely burnt by our army like 
Jaffna public library in 1983 – Are we thinking these are not terrorist activities] and Methodist Girls 
High School and two small schools, three famous Kovils four/five small temples and one church). 
People moved out from that core area and the area was abandoned until 1990. The people were so 
upset that time. Various committees in Point-Pedro asked army and the government shift the army 
camp to other place so many times. But nothing happened. This is one example. There are so many. 

I would like to recall the article in “The ISLAND” paper (Wednesday 23rd August 2000) 
“Constitutional Reform Proposals – Why they failed and why they should succeed” by 
R.M.B.Senanayake. I can say the following wording from that article is the more realistic one.  

“The Tamil problem requires not big ideas but attempts to rebuild trust and confidence. The LTTE is 
committed to separation but if the Tamil people are assured that there will be devolution which allow 
them freedom to manage their affairs, then reconciliation is still possible in spite of the LTTE.” 

 If some body needs reference regarding the ethnic problem, the following article can give some 
indication. 

• “Dear Leader of the Opposition…”;  Political News; Sunday 01, February 1998; Sunday Observer; 
Sri Lanka 

• “Peace in Lanka: what faiths can do” by Bishop Swithin Fernando; Features; Tuesday 03, March 
1998; Daily News; Sri Lanka 

• “Constitutional Reform Proposals – Why they failed and why they should succeed”; Wednesday 
23rd August 2000; The ISLAND; Sri Lanka. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Daran 

 


